The Mission

Why do we use aircraft in agriculture?

Right at the start, men with vision could see the advantage of aircraft: Get right over the field and treat it, quickly, without disturbing the crop or the soil.

Then the visionaries saw other great possibilities: We could do much more than kill insects or control diseases. We could spread fertilizers. We could seed rice and other grain crops from the air. We could aid the cotton harvest by defoliating the plants.

Once, they were called “crop dusters” because they spread dry chemicals. Today, the mission of “aerial applicators” includes so much more. With both liquid and dry products that are much more specific and safe, airplanes and helicopters continue to play a vital role in agriculture. They also fight wildfires, apply products to forests, and protect public health by controlling disease-carrying insects.

Helping America produce abundant, high-quality food and fiber—and more. A good idea from the beginning, an important mission into the future.

How the Earth’s Land is Used

75% of the Earth’s surface is covered by water.
13% is land where people can’t live: polar regions, desert, swamp, high mountainous areas.
9% is land that doesn’t grow food:
-- Soil or climate are too poor
-- Land covered by cities, shopping centers, human development
-- Land now used for other things including forest, wildlife habitat, wetlands, recreation areas

Only 3% of the total surface is used to grow food for all the people in the world -- nearly 6 billion.
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When food is scarce people will destroy the environment trying to feed themselves.

Using Technology to Save Land

To grow more food on each acre farmers must use technology. They must add plant food or fertilizer to the soil and they must control pests and plant diseases.